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I’m a disabled artist/writer/researcher interested in horror films, queer 
feminist literature, and games design. My practice is broadly concerned 
with destabilised image and text as a means to a complicit audience 
encounter with different kinds of subjectivity. This frequently deploys 
mechanisms that disrupt the possibility of a passive audience response 
while creating a welcoming, euphoric context within which to explore 
unstable situations. Such mechanisms are in part derived from fields which 
are already equipped for dealing with the unknown/hidden/overwhelming/
broken, such as tabletop role playing games, experimental literature, 
horror studies, video games.

In 2020 I finished a PhD  about The Evil Dead, care, écriture trans* 
féminine, and disaster. In 2020 along with Una Hamilton Helle, Eltons 
Kūns, and Erik Martinson I co-created a plant horror role playing game 
at Kim? in Riga. I also produced “Animal Agency”, a video game about 
sleeping on the ground next to animals for FACT, Liverpool, which has 
been selected to be shown at 17th Digital Art Festival in Athens 2021. I 
also wrote a short story about SSRIs and Artaud for Ma Bibliothéque, and 
an academic journal article about the Russian video game “Pathologic” as 
articulating Hélène Cixous analyses around dying and writing. 

In 2021 I was a fellow at Akademie Schloss Solitude as part of the 
Johanna Hedva curated “Post-Doom” residency. For this I produced a web 
based artwork/game that takes the motif of the cowboy who is about to 
die, or who is tenderly holding their horse who is dying, and rebuilds it as 
cosmic joy. 

At the beginning of this year I made an Augmented Reality sci-fi story 
about living on an oil rig as part of Shape Arts’ “Unfolding Shrines”, and 
produced work for forthcoming publications by CCA and Market Gallery, 
both in Glasgow.. I also took part in the British Council NET//WORK 
residency at Wysing Arts Centre, producing ‘Lich Way Party Train”, a 
looping folk horror science fiction story, where the player carries a coffin 
around their parish, tries to earn the respect of giant crows, and not lose 
the ghost. I also 

My most recent project is “Catch the Moonlight By The Tail”, an unpleasant 
visual retelling of Berserk/The Hidden Fortress/Dark Souls as Gogolian 
skaz space-opera, commissioned by Arebyte Gallery, London and due to 
launch in October.

www.umabreakdown.com
largegroupofdogs@gmail.com



“TFW: The Formless Wastes”, 2017. 

[ABOVE LEFT] Documentation of installation (digital drawing on canvas 100cm x 450cm, front projection video loop 00:6:08, real projection video loop 00:01:03. 
Not in shot: digital drawing on vinyl 120cm x 120cm, 3 x ink drawings on paper 100cm x 700cm, various remnants from opening performance including screen 
printed divination card deck, alginate casts of audience members hands, plasticine teaching objects) as part of Janusware exhibition with Dean Kenning, Rachel 
McRae and Nicola Woodham, Res. London.

[ABOVE RIGHT] Documentation of opening performance. 



Screen shot from “Take 
The Moonlight by The Tail” 
(2021), and interactive 
web based artwork 
commissioned by Arebyte 
Gallery for “Arebyte Open 
Screen”, their digital art 
platform.



“All Flesh is Grass”, 2020. Documentation of installation (custom furniture, 
role playing game rule set printed on scrolls, octagonal tray of soil. Not in 
shot: various drawings and posters, modular synthesizer) as part of role 
playing game in collaboration with Una Hamilton Helle, Eltons Kūns, and Erik 
Martinson, commissioned by Kim? Contemporary Art Centre, Riga.



Screen shots and sample press from “Mansions of Mist 
1”, and interactive Augmented Reality Artwork made with 
support from Hot Knife Digital Media, and commissioned by 
Shape Arts London for “Unfolding Shrines”, and app-based 
exhibition featuring artists with disabilities. 



“The Speculative Dismemberment of Leon Kennedy”, 2021. Sample image from forthcoming publication project, 8 texts and drawings 
commissioned by Market Gallery, Glasgow.



-BELOW: Screen shots from “Animal Agency”, an interactive artwork about disability and love, 
commissioned by FACT as part of the FACT Together 2020 Fellowship, and selected for the 2021 
Digital Art Festival, Athens.
-RIGHT: Extract from interview with Breakdown conducted by Lesley Taker, producer and 
curator at FACT.



Screen shots from “Lich Way Party Train” (2021), 
an interactive web based artwork, based around 
celebratory rituals of death and mourning and their 
connection to the landscape in the North East of 
England. 

The artwork was developed while on NET//WORK, a 
residency hosted by Wysing Arts Centre and funded 
by the British Council offering artists a period of 
reflection, research, practice, skills exchange and 
professional networking opportunities focused on 
digital artistic practices and technologies.



ABOVE and BELOW: Screenshots from “The Endless Hallucinatory Love of the Riders 
at The Long Point of Death” (2021), an interactive digital artwork commissioned by 
artist and writer Johanna Hedva as part of their curated fellowship “Post-Doom” for 
Akademie Solitude.

RIGHT: Extract from a conversation between Hedva and Breakdown, published by 
Akademie Solitude.


